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VEHICLE ZONE MONITORING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to a vehicle Zone 
monitoring apparatus that detects physical bodies Such as 
other vehicles, pedestrians, and animals that are present in 
the vicinity of the vehicle. 
0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004 Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First 
Publication, No. 2001-6069, is a known example of a Zone 
monitoring apparatus that detects physical bodies present in 
the vicinity of a vehicle that move, Such as pedestrians and 
animals. This Zone monitoring apparatus calculates the 
distance between the objects in the vicinity of the vehicle 
and the vehicle from images obtained by two infrared 
cameras, and then calculates the motion vector of the objects 
from the position data of the objects found in a time 
Sequence. In addition, the apparatus detects the objects 
having a high possibility of colliding with the vehicle from 
the relationship between the direction of progress of the 
vehicle and the movement vector of the object. 
0005. In addition, Japanese Unexamined Patent Applica 
tion, First Publication, No. 2001-108758, discloses technol 
ogy in which objects are detected by eliminating Zones that 
exhibit temperatures clearly different from the physical body 
temperature of a pedestrian from an infrared image photo 
graphed by a photographing device provided on the vehicle. 
In this technology, for objects extracted from portions that 
eliminate the Zone exhibiting a temperature clearly different 
from the physical body temperature of a pedestrian, the 
apparatus determines whether or not the object is a pedes 
trian by further identifying the aspect ratio of the object. 
0006. However, in the conventional Zone monitoring 
apparatuses described above, although objects that emit 
infrared light can be detected, detecting objects besides 
pedestrians and animals is a problem. These objects include 
ones that naturally emit heat Such as vending machines, the 
telephone poles and lamp poles that have been heated by 
exposure to the Sun during the day, and have a low impor 
tance in terms of the vehicle travel. 

0007. In particular, there is the problem that physical 
bodies that have a temperature approximately the Same as 
the physical body temperature of a pedestrian or have an 
oblong shape that is the same as that of a pedestrian cannot 
be distinguished at all from pedestrians. 
0008 Furthermore, when pedestrians and animals having 
indefinite shapes are extracted from the objects by identi 
fying their shape, there is the problem that improving the 
precision of the detection is difficult. 
0009. In consideration of the above problems, it is an 
object of the present invention to provide a vehicle Zone 
monitoring apparatus that eliminates artificial Structures by 
shape identification using reference images from the infrared 
image photographed by a photographing device provided on 
the vehicle, and detects the remaining objects as physical 
bodies that move, Such as pedestrians and animals. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. In order to solve the problems described above, a 
first aspect of the present invention is a vehicle Zone 
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monitoring apparatus that detects physical bodies present in 
the vicinity of the vehicle from infrared imageS photo 
graphed by a photographing device comprises an object 
extracting device (for example, steps S 1 to S 7 in the 
embodiments) that extracts objects that emit infrared light 
from the infrared images, and an artificial Structure identi 
fying device (for example, steps S 25 to S 28 in the 
embodiments) that compares the image of the object 
extracted by the object extracting device to a reference 
image that is an element that defines an artificial Structure 
and identifies whether or not said object is an artificial 
Structure. 

0011. Due to the structure described above, for a plurality 
of heat-emitting physical bodies present in the infrared 
imageS photographed by the photographing device, an 
image of this physical body and a reference image are 
compared, and distinguishing whether the physical body is 
an artificial Structure having a determined shape or a physi 
cal body other than this, for example, one that moves, Such 
as a pedestrian or animal becomes possible. 

0012. In the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of the first 
aspect, a Second aspect of the present invention is charac 
terized in comprising an artificial Structure eliminating 
device (for example, step S 30 in the embodiments) that 
eliminates the objects identified to be artificial Structures 
using the artificial Structure identifying device from the 
objects extracted by the object extracting device. 

0013 Due to the structure described above, in order to 
extract objects other than artificial Structures, which should 
receive attention, artificial Structures are eliminated from the 
objects extracted from the infrared images, and the remain 
ing objects can be recognized as moving physical bodies. 

0014. In the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of the first 
and Second aspect, a third aspect of the present invention is 
characterized in that Said reference images include an image 
representing a line Segment, and Said artificial Structure 
identifying device identifies objects that includes a line 
Segment. 

0015. Due to the structure described above, by identify 
ing whether or not there is a Straight line Segment, which 
easily characterizes artificial Structures in the objects, 
objects having Straight line Segments can be eliminated as 
artificial Structures, and objects other than artificial objects 
can be recognized. 

0016. In the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of the first 
through third aspects, a fourth aspect of the invention is 
characterized in that said artificial Structure identifying 
device comprises a reference image dimension altering 
device (for example, steps S32, S 52, and S 72 in the 
embodiment) that alters the size of said reference image So 
as to conform to the distance between Said vehicle and Said 
object. 

0017. Due to the structure described above, by comple 
menting the differences in size between the object image and 
the reference image that occur due to the distance between 
the object and the vehicle and referring to both using an 
appropriate size, the precision in detecting whether or not an 
object is an artificial Structure can be improved. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.018 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of 
the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus according to the 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0.019 FIG. 2 is a drawing showing the installation posi 
tions of the infrared cameras, Sensors, display and the like in 
the vehicle. 

0020 FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the processing 
Sequence for all operations in the image processing unit of 
the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of this embodiment. 
0021 FIGS. 4A and FIG. 4B are drawings showing the 
gray Scales obtained by the infrared camera and the binary 
image thereof. 
0022 FIG. 5A, FIG. 5B, and FIG. 5C are drawings 
showing the conversion processing and labeling for the run 
length data. 
0023 FIGS. 6A and 6B are drawings showing the time 
trace of the object. 
0024 FIG. 7 is a drawing showing the turning angle 
compensation of the object image. 

0025 FIGS. 8A and 8B are drawings showing the search 
image in the right image and the Search Zone Set in the left 
image. 

0.026 FIG. 9 is a drawing showing the correlation cal 
culation processing that uses the Search Zone as an object. 
0027 FIGS. 10A and 10B are drawings showing the 
calculation method for object parallax in the distance cal 
culation of the object. 
0028 FIG. 11 is a drawing showing the offset of the 
object position in the image generated by the turning of the 
vehicle. 

0029 FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing the details of the 
Warning determining processing in the image processing 
unit of the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of this 
embodiment. 

0030 FIG. 13 is a drawing showing the Zone partition in 
the forward direction of the vehicle. 

0.031 FIG. 14 is a drawing showing the case in which a 
collision can occur easily. 
0032 FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing the details of the 
detection processing of a vertical linear part in the image 
processing unit of the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of 
the embodiment. 

0033 FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing the details of the 
process of detecting the horizontal linear part in the image 
processing unit of the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of 
this embodiment. 

0034 FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing the details of the 
process of detecting the quadrangle part in the image pro 
cessing unit of the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of this 
embodiment. 

0035 FIGS. 18A and 18B are drawings showing the 
details of the vertical linear part extracted pattern in the 
Search of the image. 
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0036 FIG. 19 is a drawing showing the search of the 
reference pattern for the Vertical part Search. 
0037 FIGS. 20A and 20B are drawings showing the 
details of the vertical linear part extracted pattern in the 
Search of the image. 
0038 FIGS. 21A and 21B are drawings showing the 
details of the quadrangle part extracted pattern in the Search 
of the image. 
0039 FIG. 22 is a drawing showing an example of a 
highway Structure obtained by the infrared camera. 
0040 FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing the details of the 
process of detecting identical shapes in the image processing 
unit of the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of this 
embodiment. 

0041 FIGS. 24A and 24B are drawings showing the 
Search of the object pattern for detecting identical shapes. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0042 Below, an embodiment of the present invention 
will be explained with reference to the figures. 
0043 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of 
the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus according to the 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0044) In FIG. 1, reference numeral 1 is an image pro 
cessing unit that provides a CPU (Central Processing Sys 
tem) that controls the vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus of 
this embodiment, and has connected thereto two infrared 
cameras 2R and 2L that can detect infrared light, a yaw rate 
sensor 3 that detects the oscillation of this vehicle physical 
body, a Velocity Sensor 4 that detects the traveling Velocity 
(vehicle velocity) of this vehicle, and a brake sensor 5 for 
detecting the operation of the brake. Thereby, the image 
processing unit 1 detects an object that moves, Such as a 
pedestrian or animal, in front of the vehicle from Signals 
representing the infrared image in the vicinity of the vehicle 
and the travel state of the vehicle, and determines when the 
possibility of a collision is high. 
0045 Connected to the image processing unit 1 are a 
Speaker 6 that issues a warning by Voice, and, for example, 
a meter display that integrates a meter that numerically 
represents the travel state of the vehicle, a NAVIDisplay 
disposed on the console of the vehicle, or a HUD (Head Up 
Display) that displays information on the front window at a 
position that does not interfere with the forward view of the 
driver, in order to notify the driver of the vehicle about 
objects with which the danger of a collision is high. 
0046. In addition, the image processing unit 1 comprises 
an A/D conversion circuit that converts an input analog 
Signal into a digital signal, an image memory that Stores 
digitalized image signal, a CPU (Central Processing Unit) 
that carries out each type of operation processing, RAM 
(Random Access Memory) used in order to store data that 
the CPU is currently processing, ROM (Read Only 
Memory) that stores programs executed by the CPU, tables, 
maps and the like, and the like, a driving Signal for the 
Speaker 6, and an output circuit that outputs display signals 
and the like of the HUD 7a, for example, and is structured 
Such that each of the output signals of the infrared cameras 
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2R and 2L, the yaw rate sensor 3, the velocity sensor 4, the 
and the brake Sensors 5 are converted to digital Signals and 
input into the CPU. 
0047. In addition, as shown in FIG. 2, on the front of the 
vehicle 10, the infrared cameras 2R and 2L are disposed at 
Substantially Symmetrical positions with respect to the cen 
ter part in the transverse direction of the vehicle 10, and the 
optical axes of the two infrared cameras 2R and 2L are 
parallel to each other. In addition, the height of both cameras 
from the Surface of the road Surface is fixed So as to be equal. 
Moreover, the infrared cameras 2R and 2L have the property 
that the output signal level increases (the brightness 
increases) as the temperature of the object increases. 
0048. In addition, the HUD 7a is provided so that the 
display image is displayed at a position on the front window 
of the vehicle 10 that does not block the forward visual 
horizon of the driver. 

0049) Next, the operation of this embodiment will be 
explained with reference to the figures. 
0050 FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the processing 
Sequence in the image processing unit 1 of the vehicle Zone 
monitoring apparatus of this embodiment. 
0051 First, the image processing unit 1 obtains an infra 
red image, which is the output signal of the infrared cameras 
2R and 2L (step S 1), carries out AID conversion thereon 
(step S 2), and Stores the gray Scale image in the image 
memory (step S 3). Moreover, the right image from the 
infrared camera R2 is obtained, and then the left image from 
the infrared camera 2L is obtained. In addition, in the right 
image and the left image, the horizontal position on the 
display Screen of the same object is displayed with an offset, 
and thus, by this offset (parallax), the distance to this object 
can be calculated. 

0.052 Next, the right image obtained by the infrared 
camera R2 Serves as the reference image, the binary pro 
cessing of this signal image, that is, the processing, in which 
the Zones brighter than a brightness threshold ITH are 
assigned “1” (white) and the dark Zones are assigned “0” 
(black), is carried out (step S 4). 
0.053 FIG. 4A shows the gray scale image obtained from 
the infrared camera 2R, and by carrying out binary proceSS 
ing thereon, the image in FIG. 4B is obtained. Moreover, in 
FIG. 4B, the physical bodies surrounded by the frames P1 
to P4 are set as the objects displayed in white on the display 
Screen (below, referred to as the "high brightness Zone'). 
0.054 When the image data that has undergone binary 
processing has been obtained from the infrared camera, 
processing is carried out in which the binary image data is 
converted to run length data (step S 5). 
0055 FIG. 5A is a drawing to explain this, and in this 
figure the Zone that has become white due to binary con 
version is shown as the lines L1 to L8. Lines L1 to L8 all 
have a width of 1 pixel in they direction, and while they are 
actually arranged without a Space between them in the y 
direction, they have been Separated for the Sake of the 
explanation. In addition, the lines L1 to L8 respectively have 
the lengths 2 pixels, 2 pixels, 3 pixels, 8 pixels, 7 pixels, 8 
pixels, 8 pixels, and 8 pixels. The run length data is shown 
by the coordinates of the start point of each of the lines (the 
point on the left end of each line) and the length (number of 
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pixels) from the start point to the end point (the point on the 
right end of each line). For example, line L3 comprises the 
3 pixels (X3, y5), (x4, y5), and (x5, y5), and thus (X3, y5, 3) 
becomes the run length data. 
0056 Next, from the image data converted into run 
length data, by labeling the object (step S 6), the processing 
in which the object is extracted is carried out (step S7). That 
is, as shown in FIG. 5B, among the lines L1 to L8 that have 
been converted to run length data, the lines L1 to L3, which 
are the parts overlapping in they direction, are treated as one 
object 1, lines L4 to L8 are treated as one object 2, and the 
object labels 1 and 2 are added to the run length data. By this 
processing, for example, the high brightness Zones shown in 
FIG. 4B are respectively recognized as objects 1 through 4. 
0057 When the extraction of the objects has completed, 
as shown in FIG. 5C, next the center of gravity G, Surface 
area S, and the aspect ratio ASPECT of the circumscribed 
quadrangle represented by the broken lines is calculated 
(step S 8). 
0058. Here, the Surface area S is calculated by adding the 
lengths of the run length data for the same object. In 
addition, the coordinate of the center of gravity G is calcu 
lated as the X coordinate of the line that bisects the Surface 
area S in the X direction, and the y coordinate of the line that 
bisects it in the y direction. Furthermore, the aspect ratio 
ASPECT is calculated as the Dy/Dx ratio of Dy and DX 
shown in FIG. 5C. Moreover, the position of the center of 
gravity G can be substituted for by the position of the center 
of gravity of the circumscribed quadrangle. 
0059 When the center of gravity, the surface area, and 
the aspect ratio of the circumscribed quadrangle have been 
calculated, next recognition of the time trace, that is, the 
Sampling of each cycle, of the same object uS carried out 
(step S9). In a time trace, k Serves as the time during which 
time t, an analogue amount, is made discrete at a Sampling 
cycle, and as shown in FIG. 6A, in the case that objects A 
and B are extracted at time k, objects C and D extracted at 
time (k+1) are determined to be identical to objects A and B. 
Specifically, when the following identity determination con 
ditions 1 to 3 are satisfied, objects A and B are determined 
to be identical to objects C and D, and objects C and D have 
their labels changed respectively to objects A and B. 

0060) 1) When the position coordinates of the center 
of gravity in the image of the object i (=A, B) at time 
k are set respectively to (xi (k), yi (k)) and the 
position coordinates of the center of gravity in the 
image of the object j (=C, D) at time (k+1) are set 
respectively to (xj (k+1), yi (k+1)), then xj (k+1)-Xi 
(k)<AXyi (k+1)-yi (k)|<Ay, where AX and Ay denote 
the allowable values of the amount of movement in 
the picture respectively in the X direction and the y 
direction. 

0061) 2) When the surface area of the object i (=A, 
B) in the image at time k is Si(k) and the Surface area 
of the object j (=C, D) in the image at time (k+1) is 
Sj (k+1), then Si (k+1)/Si (k)<1+AS, where AS 
denotes the allowable values of the change in area. 

0062 3) When the aspect ratio of the circumscribed 
quadrangle of the object i (=A, B) at time k is 
ASPECT i (k) and the aspect ratio of the circum 
Scribed quadrangle of the object j (=C, D) is 
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ASPECT (k+1), then ASPECT (k+1)/ASPECT i 
(k)<1+AASPECT, where AASPECT denotes the 
allowable values of the aspect ratio. 

0063 For example, when comparing FIG. 6A and FIG. 
6B, although the size of each of the objects in the image 
becomes larger, the object A and the object C Satisfy the 
conditions for the identification of identity described above 
and the object B and the object D satisfy the conditions for 
the identification of identity described above, and thus the 
objects C and Dare respectively recognized to be the objects 
A and B. In this manner, the positions coordinates (of the 
center of gravity) of each of the recognized objects is stored 
in the memory as time Series position data to be used on later 
calculation processing. 
0.064 Moreover, the processing in steps S 4 to S 9 
explained above is carried out on a binary reference image 
(in this embodiment, the right image). 
0065) Next, the velocity VCAR detected by the velocity 
sensor 4 and the yaw rate YR detected by the yaw rate sensor 
3 are read, and as shown in FIG. 7, the turning angle 0r of 
the vehicle 10 is calculated by integrating the yaw rate YR 
with respect to time (step S 10). 
0.066. In contrast, the processing of step S 9 and step S 10 
is carried out in parallel, and in steps S 11 through S 13, 
processing that calculates the distance Z between the object 
and the vehicle 10 is carried out. Because this calculation 
requires a longer time than step S 9 and step S 10, they are 
executed at a longer cycle than step S 9 and S 10 (for 
example, at a cycle about three times the execution cycle of 
steps S 1 to S 10). 
0067 First, by selecting one among the objects that is 
traced out by the binary image of the reference object (the 
right image), as shown in FIG. 8A, in the search image R1 
(here, the entire area Surrounded by the circumscribed 
quadrangle is made the Searched image) is extracted from 
the right image (step S 11). 
0068 Next, the vehicle search Zone in which the image 
corresponding to the Searched image (below, referred to as 
the “corresponding image') from the left image is set, and 
the corresponding image is extracted by executing the 
correlation calculation (step S 12). Specifically, as shown in 
FIG. 8B, depending on each of the peak coordinates of the 
Searched image R1, the Searched Zone R2 in the left image 
is Set, and the brightness difference total value C (a, b), 
which indicates the degree of the correlation with the 
Searched image R1 in the Searched Zone R2, is calculated by 
the Eq. 1 shown below, and the Zone in which this total value 
C (a,b) becomes minimum is extracted as the corresponding 
image. Note that this correlation calculation is carried out 
using the gray Scale image, not the binary image. 

0069. In addition, when there is past position data for the 
identical physical body, based on this position data, a Zone 
R2a (shown by the broken line in FIG. 8B) that is narrower 
than the Searched Zone R2 is Set to Serve as the Search Zone. 

W 

O 
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0070 Here, IR (m, n) is the brightness value of the 
position of the coordinate (m, n) in the Searched Zone R1 
shown in FIG. 9 and IL (a+m-M, b+n-N) is the brightness 
value of the position of the coordinate (m, n) in the Search 
one R1 and the local Zone R3 having the same shape, where 
the coordinates (a,b) in the Search Zone are the base points. 
The position of the corresponding image is defined by 
finding the position at which the total value C (a, b) of the 
brightness difference is minimized by changing the coordi 
nates (a,b) of the base point. 
0071. Due to the processing in step S 12, as shown in 
FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B, because the searched image R1 
and the corresponding image R4 corresponding to this object 
are extracted, next the distance dR (number of pixels) 
between the position of the center of gravity of the Searched 
image R1 and the image center line LCTR and the distance 
dL (number of pixels) between the position of the center of 
gravity of the corresponding image R4 and the image center 
line LCTR are found, and by applying the following Eq. 2, 
the distance Z between the vehicle 10 and the object is 
calculated (step S 13). 

BF BxF Eq. 2 
(dL + dR)xp AdXp 2. 

0072 Here, B is the base line length, that is, the distance 
in the horizontal direction between the center position of the 
photographic element of the infrared camera 2R and the 
center position of the photographic element of the infrared 
camera 2L (the separation of the light beam axis of both 
infrared cameras); F is the focal distance of the lenses of the 
infrared cameras 2R and 2L, p is the pixel Separation in the 
photographic element of the infrared cameras 2R and 2L, 
and Ad (=dR+dL) is the amount of parallax. 
0073. When the calculation of the turning angle Or in step 
S 10 and the calculation of the distance to the object in step 
S 13 have completed, the coordinates (x, y) in the image and 
the distance Z calculated by Eq. 2 are applied to the 
following Eq.3, and converted to real spatial coordinates (X, 
Y,Z) (step S 14). 
0074. Here, as shown in FIG. 2, the real spatial coordi 
nates (X, Y, Z) have as their origin O the position of the 
center point of the installation position of the infrared 
cameras 2R and 2L (the position at which they are fixed on 
the vehicle 10), they are fixed as shown in the figure, and the 
coordinates in the image are determined by X in the hori 
Zontal direction and y in the Vertical direction, where the 
center of the image Serves as the origin. 

X XCX3 ff Eq. 3 
Y = yeX3 ff 
Z 2. 

0075) where f=F/p. 

0076. Here, (xc, ye) are the coordinates (x, y) of the right 
image that have been converted to coordinates of a virtual 
image in which the real Spatial origin O and the center of the 
image have been made to coincide based on the relative 
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positional relationship between the installation position of 
the infrared camera 2R and the real Special origin O. In 
addition, f is the ratio of the focus distance F and the pixel 
interval P. 

0077. In addition, when the real spatial coordinates have 
been found, turning angle compensation is carried out in 
order to compensate the positional shift in the image due to 
the turning of the vehicle 10 (step S 15). 

0078. As shown in FIG. 7, when the vehicle turns, for 
example, at a turning angle Or in the left direction during the 
time interval from time k to (k+1), a shift in the X direction 
by an amount equivalent to AX, as shown in FIG. 11, occurs 
in the image obtained by the camera, and the turning angle 
compensation is a process to compensate this. Specifically, 
in the following Eq. 4, the real spatial coordinate System (X, 
Y,Z) is applied, and the compensated coordinates (Xr, Yr, 
Zr) are calculated. The calculated real spatial position data 
(Xr, Yr, Zr) is associated with each object and stored in 
memory. Moreover, in the following explanation, the coor 
dinates after turning angle compensation are denoted (X, Y, 
Z). 

X cosér O -Siner X Eq. 4 

Yr = 0 1 O y 

Z Siner 0 coster Z 

0079 When the turning angle compensation for the real 
coordinates has completed, next, the approximately Straight 
line LMV corresponding to the relative motion vector 
between the object and the vehicle 10 is found from N real 
Spatial position data (for example, N=10) after turning angle 
compensation obtained during the monitoring period AT for 
one and the same object, that is from the time Series data, 
(step S 16). 

0080 Concretely, when the direction vector L, which 
denotes the direction of the approximately Straight line 
LMV, is equal to (lx, ly, lz) where (L=1), the straight line 
represented by the following Eq. 5 is found. 

X = it. lx + Xay Eq. 5 

Z = it. lx + Zay 

W 

Xay = X. X (i)/ N 
i=0 

W 

Y = X. Y(i)/ N 
i=0 

W 

Zay = X. Z(i)/ N 
i=0 

0081. Here, u is a parameter that takes an arbitrary value, 
and Xav, Yav, and Zav are respectively the average values of 
the X coordinate, Y coordinate, and Z coordinate of the real 
Spatial position data Sequence. 
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0082 Moreover, when the parameter u is eliminated, Eq. 
5 becomes to Eq. 5a: 

0083. In addition, in the case, for example, that P(0), 
P(1), P(2),..., P(n-2), P(N-1) denote the time series data 
after turning angle compensation, the approximately Straight 
line LMV passes through the average position coordinate 
Pav=(Zav, Yav, Zav) of the time Sequence data, and is found 
as the Straight line which is characterized in that the average 
value of the Square of the distance from each of the data 
points is minimal. 

Eq. 5a 

0084. Here, the numerical value in the parenthesis added 
to P, which denotes the coordinates of each of the data point, 
indicates that the larger the value, the older the data. For 
example, P(O) denotes the most recent position coordinate, 
P(1) denotes the position coordinate of one sample cycle 
back, and P(2) denotes the position coordinate two sample 
cycles back. 
0085 Next, when the most recent position coordinate 
P(0)=(X(0), Y(0), Z(0)), the position coordinate P(N-1)=(X 
(N-1), Y(N-1), Z(N-1)) of the (N-1) sample back (before 
time AT) is compensated to a position on the approximately 
Straight line LMV. Concretely, by applying the Z coordinates 
Z(0), Z(N-1) to the Eq. 5a above, that is, the following Eq. 
6, the position coordinates after compensation Pv(0)=(XV 
(0), Yv (0), Zv(0)) and Pv (N-1)=(Xv(N-1), Yv(N-1), 
Zv(N-1)) are found. 

Xv(i) = (Z(i) - Zav)x f - Xay 

Yv(i) = (Z(i) - Zav)x : - Yay 

i = 0, N - 1 

0086 The relative motion vector is found as the vector 
from the position coordinate Pv(N-1) calculated in Eq. 8 
towards Pv(0). 
0087. By finding the relative motion vector by calculating 
the approximately Straight line that approximates the relative 
motion locus of the object with respect to the vehicle 10 
from a plurality (N) of data within the monitoring period AT 
in this manner, the influence of position detection error can 
be reduced, and the possibility of a collision with the object 
can be more correctly predicted. 
0088. In addition, in step S 16, when the relative motion 
vector has been found, next the possibility of a collision with 
the detected object is determined, and a warning determi 
nation process, which issues a warning when the possibility 
is high, is executed (step S 17). 
0089 Moreover, when the warning determination pro 
ceSS has been completed, the flow returns to Step S1, and the 
above processing is repeated. 
0090 Next, the warning determination process in step S 
17 of the flowchart shown in FIG. 3 will be explained with 
reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 12. 

0091) Here, as shown in FIG. 14, the case in which there 
is an animal 20 progressing at a Velocity Vp in a direction 
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that is at an angle of approximately 90 with respect to the 
direction of progress of the vehicle 10 will be used as an 
example to be explained. 
0092 First, the image processing unit 1 calculates the 
relative velocity Vs in the Z direction using the following 
Eq. 7 from the animal 20 approaching the distance Zv (0) 
from the distance Zv (N-1) during the time AT, and carries 
out collision determination processing (step S 21). The 
collision determination processing is processing that deter 
mines whether there is a possibility of a collision when the 
following Equations 8 and 9 are Satisfied. 

0093. In step S 21, in the case it has been determined that 
there is a possibility of a collision with the animal 20 (YES 
in step S 21), the flow proceeds next to step S 22. 
0094. In addition, in step S 21, when Eq. 8 and/or Eq. 9 
are not Satisfied, it is determined that there is no possibility 
of a collision with the animal 20 (NO in step S21), and the 
warning determination processing completes. 

0.095 Here, Zv(0) is the most recent distance detection 
value (V is attached in order to indicate that this is data after 
compensation using the approximately Straight line LMV, 
while the Z coordinate is a value identical to that before 
compensation), and Zv(N-1) is the detected distance value 
before the time AT. In addition, T is an allowable time and 
Signifies that the possibility of a collision is determined time 
T before the predicted collision time, and is about 2 to 5 
Seconds, for example. In addition, H is a predetermined 
height that defines the range of the Y direction, that is the 
height direction, and is Set, for example, to about twice the 
height of the vehicle 10. 
0096. When the collision determination processing has 
completed, next it is determined whether or not the object is 
within the approach Zone determination (step S 22). For 
example, in FIG. 13, the Zone that can be monitored by the 
infrared cameras 2R and 2L is indicated by the area AR0 in 
the circumscribed triangle indicated by the bold solid line, 
and Zones AR1, AR2, and AR3 in the Zone AR0, which are 
closer to the vehicle 10 than Z1=VSXT serve as the warning 
ZOCS. 

0097 Here, AR1 is the Zone corresponding to the range 
having added the allowance B (for example, about 50 to 100 
cm) to both sides of the width O. of the vehicle 10, or in other 
words, the Zone having a width (C/2+B) on both sides of the 
axle at the center part in the width direction of vehicle 10, 
and if the object continues to be present as-is, the possibility 
of a collision is extremely high. Thus, these Zones are called 
approach determination Zones. The Zones AR2 and AR3 are 
Zones (in the outside transverse direction of the approach 
determination Zone) in which the absolute value of the X 
coordinate is larger than the approach determination Zone, 
an invasive collision determination, described below, is 
made about the object inside this Zone, and thus this is called 
the invasive determination Zone. Moreover, these Zones 
have a predetermined height H in the Y direction, as shown 
in the above Eq. 9. 
0098. The answer in the above step S 21 becomes affir 
mative (YES) in the case that an object is present in either 
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the approaching determination Zone AR1 or the invasive 
determination zones AR2 and AR3. 

0099 Next, in step S 22, it is determined whether or not 
the object is in the approaching determination Zone AR1, 
and in the case that it is determined that the object is in the 
approaching determination Zone AR1 (YES in step S 22), the 
flow proceeds directly to Step S 24. In contrast, in the case 
that it is determined the object is not in the approaching 
determination Zone AR1 (NO in step S 22), invasive colli 
Sion determination processing is carried out (step S 23). 
0100 Concretely, the invasive collision determination 
processing in Step S 23 distinguishes whether or not the 
difference between Xc(0), which is the most recent X coor 
dinate on the image (the character c, as will be explained 
below, is attached in order to Signify that it is a coordinate 
on which compensation has been carried out that makes the 
center position of the image align with the real spatial origin 
point O) and Xc(N-1), which is the X coordinate before the 
time AT, Satisfies the following Eq. 10, and in the case that 
it is satisfied, it is determined that the possibility of a 
collision is high. 

'(z -- s Eq. 10 2 Zv(0) Zy(N-1)) 

a "f 1 1 
xc(0) - xc (N - 1) is '(zo ZN - 1. 

0101 Moreover, as shown in FIG. 14, in the case that 
there is an animal progressing in a direction that is at an 
angle of approximately 90 with respect to the direction of 
the progress of the vehicle 10, when XV(N-1)/Zv(N-1)= 
XV(0)/Zr(0), or in other words, when the ratio of the velocity 
Vp and the relative velocity Vs of the animal is Vp/Vs= 
Xr(N-1)/Zr(N-1), the bearing 0d viewing the animal 20 
from the vehicle 10 becomes constant, and the possibility of 
a collision becomes high. Eq. 10 determines this possibility 
taking into account the width C. of the vehicle 10. 
0102) In step S 23, in the case that it has been determined 
that the possibility of a collision is high (YES in step S 23), 
the flow proceeds to Step S 24. In contrast, in the case that 
it has been determined that the possibility of a collision is 
low (NO in Step S 23), the warning determination processing 
completes. 

0103) In step S 24, it is determined whether or not to carry 
out a warning output determination process, that is, a 
warning output (step S 24). 
0104. The warning output determination process deter 
mines whether or not the driver of the vehicle 10 is carrying 
out a braking action from the output BR of the brake sensor 
5. 

0105. In the case that the driver of the vehicle 10 is 
carrying out a braking action, the acceleration Gs (positive 
in the deceleration direction) generated thereby is calcu 
lated, and when this acceleration GS is larger than a prede 
termined threshold value GTH, it is determined that a 
collision can be avoided by the braking action, and the 
warning determination processing completes. Thereby, 
when an appropriate braking action is carried out, no warn 
ing is issued, and the driver will not be excessively annoyed. 
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0106. In addition, when the acceleration Gs is equal to or 
less than a predetermined threshold GTH, and additionally, 
if the driver of the vehicle 10 is not carrying out a braking 
action, the flow immediately proceeds to the processing in 
step S 25 and following, and the shape determination of the 
object is carried out. 
0107 Moreover, the predetermined threshold value GTH 

is determined by the following Eq. 11. This is the value 
corresponding to the condition in which the vehicle 10 stops 
at a running distance equal to or less than the distance Zv(0) 
in the case that the acceleration GS during the braking action 
is maintained as-is. 

Eq. 11 
GTH = 

0108. In the shape identification of the object in step S25 
and following, there are the following Steps: identifying 
whether or not a part indicating a Straight line Segment is 
included in the image of the object (step S 25); whether or 
not an angle in the image of the object is a right angle (Step 
S26); whether or not the image of the object conforms to the 
shape of a pre-registered artificial structure (step S 27); and 
whether or not a plurality of identical shapes are included in 
the image of the object (step S 28). 
0109 First, it is identified whether or not a part indicating 
a straight line Segment is included in the image of the object 
(step S 25). 
0110. In step S 25, in the case that a part indicating a 
Straight line Segment is not included in the image of the 
object (NO in step S 25), it is identified whether or not an 
angle in the image of the object is a right angle (step S 26). 
0111. In step S 26, in the case that an angle in the image 
of the object is not a right angle (NO in step S 26), it is 
identified whether or not the image of the object conforms 
to the shape of a pre-registered artificial structure (step S 
27). 
0112) In step S 27, in the case that the image of the object 
does not conform to the shape of a pre-registered artificial 
structure (NO in step S 27), whether or not pluralities of 
identical shapes are included in the image of the object is 
identified (step S 28). 
0113. In addition, in step S 28, in the case that a plurality 
of identical shapes are not included in the image of the 
object (NO in step S 28), the possibility that the object is a 
pedestrian or an animal is high, and thus a warning is issued 
by Voice through the Speaker 3, and at the same time, by the 
image display apparatus 7, for example, the image obtained 
by the infrared camera 2R is displayed, and the approaching 
object is given an highlighted display (for example, high 
lighted by being surrounded by a frame) (step S 29). 
0114. In contrast, in step S 25, in the case that a part 
indicating a Straight line Segment in the image of the object 
is included (YES in step S 25), or in step S 26, in the case 
that an angle in the image of the object is a right angle (YES 
in step S 26), or in step S 27, in the case that the image of 
the object conforms to the shape of a pre-registered artificial 
structure (YES in step S 27), or further in step S 28, the case 
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that a plurality of identical shapes are included in the image 
of the object (YES in step S 28), the object is treated as an 
artificial structure, and the object extracted in step S 7 of 
FIG. 3 is eliminated (step S 30), no warning is issued, and 
the warning determination processing is completed. 
0115) Next, the method for the identification of the shape 
of the object in FIG. 12 described above, and in particular, 
the Search processing for Straight line Segments and right 
angle Segments in Step S 25, Step S 26, Step S 28, and Step 
S 30 will be explained with reference to the figures. 
0116 FIG. 15, FIG. 16, FIG. 17, and FIG. 23 are 
flowcharts showing in further detail the processing in Step S 
25, Step S 26, Step S 28, and a part of the processing of Step 
S 30. 

0117. In the Search for a straight line segment, the image 
processing unit 1 starts from the detection of Vertical line 
Segments (vertical Straight line Segment identification). FIG. 
15 is a flowchart showing the vertical Straight line Segment 
identification. 

0118. Therefore, first in order to search for vertical 
Straight line Segments, the image of the object and the right 
Straight line Segment image pattern, which is a reference 
image for carrying out correlation calculation, are Selected 
(step S 31), and depending on the distance between the 
vehicle 10 and the object found in step S 13 of the flowchart 
shown in FIG. 3, the pattern size of the reference image is 
determined So as to be in proportion to the Size of the image 
of the real space projected onto the display image (step S 
32). 
0119) Here, the determination of the pattern size of the 
reference image is carried out as follows. Specifically, in the 
case that the distance between the vehicle 10 and the object 
is calculated as Z=Lm by using the above Eq. 2, the object 
having a height Am and width Bm) at a position at 
distance Lim in real space is projected at a size equal to 
axbpixel on the display Screen. 

0120) Therefore, as shown in FIG. 18A, from the right 
Straight line Segment image pattern prepared in advance, for 
example, the axb pixel Straight line Segment pattern is 
extracted, and the right Straight line Segment extraction 
pattern "Pat Line R” serves as the reference pattern. Simi 
larly, the axb pixel left Straight line segment extraction 
pattern “Pat Line L' extracted from the left straight line 
Segment image pattern prepared in advance is shown in FIG. 
18B. 

0121 When the reference size for the correlation calcu 
lation has been found, next the Search Zone in proximity to 
the object is set (step S 33). 
0.122 Here, the setting of the search Zone is carried out as 
follows. Specifically, as shown in FIG. 19, the outline (the 
binary object image 100) that has been subject to binary 
extraction does not necessarily correctly represent the out 
line of the object 101. Therefore, with respect to the center 
102 of the circumscribed quadrangle of the binary object 
image (OBJ) 100, the width and height of the search area are 
Set to a height and width defined by respective upper, lower, 
left, and right a pixel ranges, and the Search range 103 for 
the correlation calculation comprises these four axa pixel 
rangeS. 
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0123) Next, from within the search Zone 103 in proximity 
to the object, a section (OBJ Pat) 104 having a high 
correlation with the right Straight line Segment extraction 
pattern “Pat Line R” is found by the correlation calculation 
(step S 34). 
0.124. In addition, it is identified whether or not a part 
having a high correlation with the right Straight line Segment 
extraction pattern “Pat Line R” is present (step S35). 
0.125. In step S 35, in the case that a part having a high 
correlation with the right Straight line Segment extraction 
pattern “Pat Line R” is present (YES in step S35), in order 
to determine whether or not the part having a high correla 
tion and the object 101 are identical physical bodies, the 
distance of OBJ Pat 104 is calculated in the same manner as 
the calculation of the distance of the object by the above Eq. 
2 (step S 36). 
0126. Moreover, in the case that the actual distance 
between the vehicle 10 and the object 101 is equal to the 
distance between the vehicle 10 and the OBJ Pat 104 having 
a high correlation, the object 101 and OBJ PAT 104 can be 
identified to be identical physical bodies, and thus by 
comparing the calculated parallax Ad and Ad P instead 
comparing distances, it can be identified whether or not the 
object 101 and OBJ PAT 104 are identical physical bodies 
(step S 37). Specifically, using the following Eq. 14, it is 
determined whether or not the parallax error is Smaller than 
an allowable value TH. 

Ad-Ad P<TH 
0127. In step S 37, in the case that it is identified that the 
object 101 and the OBJ Pat 104 are identical physical 
bodies (YES in step S 37), it is determined that there is a 
vertical straight line segment in the object 101 (step S38), 
having a vertical Straight line Segment is treated as being an 
artificial highway structure (step S 39), and the vertical 
Straight line determination completes. 
0128. In contrast, in step S 35, in the case that a part 
having a high correlation with the right Straight line Segment 
extraction pattern “Pat Line R” is not present (NO in step 
S35), or in step S37, in the case that the object 101 and the 
OBJ Pat 104 are not identified as identical physical bodies 
(NO in step S 37), the flow proceeds to step S 40, and it is 
identified whether or not the reference pattern used in the 
correlation calculation is a left Straight line Segment image 
pattern (step S 40). 
0129. In step S 40, in the case that the reference pattern 
used in the correlation calculation was not a left Straight line 
segment image pattern (NO in step S 40), the left straight 
line Segment image pattern prepared in advance is Selected 
(step S 41), and the flow returns to step S 32. 
0130. In addition, in step S 32 and step S 33 described 
above, the same action is carried out on the left Straight line 
Segment image pattern as the action carried out on the right 
Straight line segment image pattern, and the axb pixel left 
Straight line segment extraction pattern "Pat Line L’ 
extracted from the left Straight line Segment image pattern 
shown in FIG. 18B serves as the reference pattern. Further 
more, in step S 34, from inside the search range 103 in 
proximity to the object, the part (OBJ Pat) having a high 
correlation with the left Straight line Segment extraction 
pattern "Pat Line L' is searched for using correlation cal 
culation. 

Eq. 14 
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0131. As a result of the correlation calculation using the 
left Straight line Segment extraction pattern, the actions from 
step S35 to step S 39 described above are carried out, and 
when a vertical Straight line Segment is identified to be 
present in the object 101, the object 101 is treated as an 
artificial road Structure, and the vertical Straight line Segment 
determination completes. 
0.132. In addition, as a result of the correlation calculation 
using the left Straight line Segment extraction pattern, when 
the flow proceeds to the determination of step S 40 again, the 
Search of the vertical Straight line Segment by both the right 
Straight line Segment extraction pattern and the left Straight 
line segment extraction pattern has already completed (YES 
in Step S 40), no vertical Straight line segment is identified 
as being present (step S 42), and the flow proceeds to the 
horizontal Straight line Segment identification. 
0.133 Moreover, in the vertical straight line segment 
identification described above, the reason that a correlation 
calculation is carried out using both the right Straight line 
Segment extraction pattern and the left Straight line Segment 
extraction pattern, and the distance between the vehicle 10 
and the respective parts having high correlations is com 
pared to the distance between object and the vehicle 10 is 
because in the case that a plurality of objects overlap and are 
recognized as one object, there is the possibility that the 
right or left Straight line Segments of the objects detected in 
the vertical Straight line Segment identification are not parts 
of the object subject to collision determination. Therefore, 
the distance between the object and the vehicle 10 is 
compared to the distance between the detected object and 
the right or left straight line segment of the vehicle 10, and 
it is identified whether both are identical physical bodies. 
0134) Next, the horizontal straight line segment determi 
nation will be explained with reference to the flowchart 
shown in FIG. 16. 

0135) In the horizontal straight line segment determina 
tion, first, in order to Search for a horizontal Straight line 
Segment, an upper edge Straight line Segment image pattern, 
which is the reference image for carrying out correlation 
calculation on the image of the object, is selected (step S 51), 
and depending on the distance between the vehicle 10 and 
the object found in step S 13 in the flowchart shown in FIG. 
3, the pattern size of the reference image is determined So as 
to be in proportion to the size of the image in real Space 
projected on the display Screen (step S 52). 
0.136. Here, the determination of the pattern size of the 
reference image is carried out in the same manner as the 
Vertical Straight line Segment identification described above. 
That is, in the case that the distance between the vehicle 10 
and the object is calculated as Z=Km by the above Eq. 2, 
the object having the height Bm) and width Am), which is 
at a position having a distance Lim in real space, is 
projected at a bxa pixel size on the display Screen. 

b=fxBIL Eq. 15 
a=fxAfL Eq. 16 

0137) Therefore, as shown in FIG. 20A, for example, the 
bxa pixel Straight line segment pattern is extracted from 
the upper edge Straight line Segment image pattern prepared 
in advance, and the upper edge Straight line Segment extrac 
tion pattern "Pat Line U Serves as the reference pattern. 
Similarly, the bxa pixel lower edge Straight line Segment 
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extraction pattern “Pat Line D' extracted from the lower 
edge Straight line Segment image pattern prepared in 
advance is shown in FIG. 20B. 

0.138. When the reference pattern size for correlation 
calculation has been found, next the Search Zone in proX 
imity to the object is set (step S 53). 
0139 Moreover, the setting of the search Zone is also 
carried out Similarly to the vertical Straight line Segment 
identification described above. That is, with respect to the 
center of the circumscribed quadrangle of the binary object 
image (OBJ), the width and height of the Search area are set 
to a height and width defined by respective upper, lower, left, 
and right a pixel ranges, and the Search range 103 for the 
correlation calculation comprises these four axa pixel 
rangeS. 

0140 Next, from within the search range in proximity to 
the object, using the correlation calculation a part (OBJ Pat) 
having a high correlation with the upper edge Straight line 
Segment extraction pattern "Pat Line U is searched for 
(step S 54). 
0.141. In addition, it is identified whether or not a part 
having a high correlation with the upper edge Straight line 
Segment extraction pattern “Pat Line U is present (Step S 
55). 
0142. In step S55, in the case that a part having a height 
correlation with the upper edge Straight line Segment extrac 
tion pattern “Pat Line U” is present (YES in Step S55), it 
is identified whether there is a horizontal Straight line 
segment in the object (step S 56). Having a horizontal 
Straight line Segment means that the object is to be treated as 
an artificial highway structure (step S57), and the horizontal 
Straight line Segment determination completes. 
0143. In contrast, in step S 55, in the case that a part 
having a high correlation with the upper edge Straight line 
Segment extracting pattern "Pat Line U is not present (NO 
in step S 55), it is identified whether or not the reference 
pattern used in the correlation calculation is a lower edge 
Straight line segment image pattern (step S 58). 
0144. In step S 58, in the case that the reference pattern 
used in the correlation calculation is not the lower edge 
Straight line Segment image pattern (NO in step S 58), a 
lower edge Straight line Segment image pattern prepared in 
advance is selected (step S 59), and the flow returns to step 
S 52. 

0145. In addition, in step S 52 and step S 53 described 
above, the Same actions carried out on the upper edge 
Straight line Segment image pattern are carried out on the 
lower edge Straight line Segment image pattern, and the bxa 
pixel lower edge Straight line segment extraction pattern 
“Pat Line D' extracted from the lower edge straight line 
segment image pattern shown in FIG. 20B serves as the 
reference pattern. Furthermore, in step S 54, the part (OBJ 
Pat) having a high correlation with the lower edge Straight 

line Segment extraction pattern "Pat Line D'' is found using 
the correlation calculation from within the Search range in 
proximity to the object. 

0146). As a result of the correlation calculation using the 
lower edge Straight line Segment extraction pattern, the 
actions from step S 55 to step S 57 described above are 
carried out, and when it is identified that a horizontal Straight 
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line Segment is present in the image, the object is treated as 
an artificial Structure, and the horizontal Straight line Seg 
ment identification completes. 

0147 In addition, as a result of the correlation calculation 
using the lower edge Straight line Segment extraction pat 
tern, when the flow proceeds to the identification of step S 
58 again, because the Search for horizontal Straight line 
Segments using both the upper edge Straight line Segment 
extraction pattern and the lower edge Straight line Segment 
extraction pattern have already completed (YES in step S 
58), no horizontal Straight line segments are identified as 
being present (step S 60), and the flow proceeds to the right 
angle Segment identification. 

0.148 Moreover, in the horizontal straight line segment 
identification described above, the reason for finding the 
distance between the respective parts having a high corre 
lation and the vehicle 10 after carrying out the correlation 
calculation using both the upper edge Straight line Segment 
extraction pattern and the lower edge Straight line Segment 
extraction pattern is because, based on the principle of 
binary vision using the left and right cameras, the distance 
of the horizontal Straight line Segment cannot be calculated. 
Therefore, unlike the case of the vertical Straight line Seg 
ment identification, in the horizontal Straight line identifi 
cation, the identification based only on the correlation of the 
Straight line pattern is carried out. 
0149 Next, the right angle segment determination will be 
explained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 17. 
0150. In the right angle segment determination, first, in 
order to Search for a right angle Segment, the image of the 
object and an upper-right right angle Segment image pattern, 
which is the reference image for carrying out the correlation 
calculation, are Selected (step S 71). Depending on the 
distance between the vehicle 10 and the object found in step 
S 13 of the flowchart shown in FIG. 3, the pattern size of the 
reference image is determined So as to be in proportion to the 
Size of the image in real Space projected on the display 
screen (step S 72). 
0151. Here, the determination of the pattern size of the 
reference image is carried out in the same manner as that of 
the vertical Straight line Segment identification and the 
horizontal Straight line Segment identification. Specifically, 
in the case that the distance between the vehicle 10 and the 
object is calculated as Z=Lm by using the above Eq. 2, the 
object having a height Amand width Amat a position at 
distance Lim in real space is projected at an axapixel size 
on the display Screen. 

0152 Therefore, as shown in FIG. 21A, from the upper 
right right angle Segment image pattern prepared in advance, 
for example, the axa pixel right angle segment pattern is 
extracted, and the upper-right right angle Segment extraction 
pattern "Pat Corner R' serves as the reference pattern. 
Similarly, the axa pixel upper-left right angle segment 
extraction pattern “Pat Corner L' extracted from the upper 
left right angle Segment image pattern prepared in advance 
is shown in FIG 21B. 

Eq. 17 

0153. When the reference size for the correlation calcu 
lation has been found, next the Search Zone in proximity to 
the object is set (step S 73). 
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0154 Moreover, the setting of the search Zone is also 
carried out Similarly to the vertical Straight line Segment 
identification and the horizontal Straight line Segment iden 
tification described above. That is, at the center of an 
circumscribed quadrangle of a binary object image (OBJ), 
the width and height set respectively a pixel rang for the 
width and the top and bottom of the binary object image, and 
this Serves as the Search range for the correlation calculation. 
O155 Next, from within the search range in proximity to 
the object, using the correlation calculation, a part (OBJ 
Pat) having a high correlation with the upper-right right 

angle segment extraction pattern "Pat Corner R” is 
searched for (step S 74). 
0156. In addition, it is determined whether or not a part 
having a high correlation with the upper-right right angle 
Segment extraction pattern "Pat Corner R” is present (Step 
S 75). 
O157. In step S 75, in the case that a part having a high 
correlation with the upper edge Straight line Segment extrac 
tion pattern “Pat Corner R” is present (YES in Step S 75), 
and the distance of the OBJ Pat is calculated similarly to the 
distance calculation of the object using Eq. 2 above in order 
to identify whether or not the part with a high correlation and 
the object are identical physical bodies (step S 76). 
0158 Moreover, in the case that the actual distance 
between the vehicle 10 and the object is equal to the distance 
between the vehicle and the part OBJ Pat having a high 
correlation the object and OBJ Pat are identified as being 
identical physical bodies and thus by comparing the detected 
parallax Ad and Ad Pinstead of comparing the distances, it 
can be identified whether or not the object and OBJ Pat are 
identical physical bodies (step S 77). Specifically, using the 
above Eq. 14, it is identified whether or not the parallax error 
is Smaller than an allowable value TH. 

0159. In step S 77, in the case the object and OBJ Pat are 
identified as being identical physical bodies (YES in step S 
77), a right angle segment in the object is identified to be 
present (step S 78), having a right angle Segment is treated 
as being an artificial highway structure (step S 79), and the 
right angle Segment identification completes. 

0160 In contrast, in step S 75, in the case that a part 
having a high correlation with the upper-right right angle 
Segment extraction pattern "Pat Corner R” is not present 
(NO in step S 75), or in step S 77, in the case that the object 
and OBJ Pat are not identified as identical physical bodies 
(NO in step S 77), the flow proceeds to step S 80, and it is 
identified whether or not the reference pattern used in the 
correlation calculation is an upper-left right angle Segment 
image pattern (step S 80). 
0.161 In step S 80, in the case that the reference pattern 
used in the correlation calculation is not the upper-left right 
angle segment image pattern (NO in Step S 80), the upper 
left right angle Segment image pattern prepared in advance 
is selected (step 81), and the flow proceeds to step S 72. 
0162. In addition, in step S 72 and step S 73 described 
above, the same action carried out for the upper-right right 
angle Segment image pattern is carried out for the upper-left 
right angle Segment image pattern, and the axa pixel 
upper-left right angle segment extraction pattern "Pat Cor 
ner L' extracted from the upper-left right angle segment 
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image pattern shown in FIG. 21B serves as the reference 
pattern. Furthermore, in Step S 74, the part having a high 
correlation with the upper-left right angle Segment extrac 
tion pattern "Pat Corner L is searched for using the cor 
relation calculation from within the Search Zone in proximity 
to the object. 

0163 As a result of the correlation calculation using the 
upper-left right angle Segment extraction pattern, the actions 
from step S 75 to step S 79 are carried out, and when a right 
angle Segment is identified as being present in the object, the 
object 101 is treated as an artificial highway Structure, and 
the right angle Segment identification completes. 

0164. In addition, as a result of the correlation calculation 
using the upper-left right angle Segment extraction pattern, 
when the flow proceeds to the identification of step S 80 
again, the Search for right angle Segments using both the 
upper-right right angle Segment extraction pattern and the 
upper-left right angle Segment extraction pattern has already 
completed (YES in step S 80), and thus no right angle 
Segment is identified as being present (Step S 82). 
0.165. Therefore, it is determined that the object is not an 
artificial highway structure (step S 83), the right angle 
Segment determination completes, and the processing in Step 
S 27 to determine the shape of the object in FIG. 12 
described above is executed. 

0166 Moreover, in the right angle segment identification 
described above, the reason that the correlation calculation 
is carried out using both the upper-right right angle Segment 
extraction pattern and the upper-left right angle Segment 
extraction pattern and that the distance between the parts 
having respective high correlations and the vehicle 10 is 
compared to the distance between the object a the vehicle 10 
is the same as the case of the vertical Straight line Segment 
identification. 

0.167 Next, the determination of identical shapes will be 
explained with reference to the figures. 

0168 As shown in FIG.22, the identification of identical 
shapes is a process in which a highway structure 50 (for 
example, an upper and lower round lens disposed in a traffic 
Signal) structured from a plurality of physical bodies having 
an identical shape is Searched for from among the infrared 
images obtained by the infrared cameras. 
0169. The flowchart shown in FIG. 23 will be used in the 
explanation. First, in order to Search for identical shapes, the 
image of the object and an object pattern "Pat', which is a 
reference image for carrying out the correlation calculation, 
are set (step S 91). 
0170 Here, the object pattern “Pat” is the reference 
image that Sets the Zone one size larger than the binary object 
image (OBJ) 200, as shown in FIG. 24B, in the case, for 
example, that the part of the lens in the highway structure 50 
that emits heat is extracted as the binary object image (OBJ) 
200 as shown in FIG. 24A. 

0171 When the object pattern for the correlation calcu 
lation has been found, next, the Search Zone in proximity to 
the object is set (step S 92). 
0172 Here, the setting of the search Zone is carried out as 
follows. Specifically, as shown in FIG. 24A, the range of the 
Search Zone is set Such there is an upper and lower a pixel 
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height above and below the binary object image 200 and 
there is a left and right b/2 pixel width on the right and left 
with respect to the center of the binary object image 200, and 
this serves as the respective upper Search range 202 and the 
lower Search range 203 using the correlation calculation. 
0173 Next, a part (OBJ Pat) having a high correlation 
with the object pattern “Pat’ is searched for using the 
correlation calculation from within the upper Search range 
202 and the lower search range 203 in proximity to the 
object (step S 93). 
0.174. In addition, it is identified whether or not a part 
having a high correlation with the object pattern “Pat” is 
present (step S 94). 
0.175. In step S 94, in the case that a part having a high 
correlation with the object pattern “Pat” is present (YES in 
step S 94), a shape identical to the object is identified as 
being present (step S95), having an identical shape is treated 
as being an artificial highway structure (step S 96), and the 
identical shape identification completes. Moreover, in the 
example in FIG. 22, from the center of the infrared image, 
a highway structure (traffic signal) having a plurality (2) of 
identical objects (round lenses) is detected. 
0176). In contrast, in step S 94, in the case that a part 
having a high correlation with the object pattern “Pat’ is not 
present (NO in step S 94), no shape identical to the object 
is identified as being present (step S 97), having no identical 
shape is treated as not being an artificial highway structure 
(step S98), and the identical shape identification completes. 
0177 Moreover, in the identical shape identification 
described above, the Setting of the Search Zone in which the 
object pattern is Searched for was Set in the Vertical direction 
of the binary object image (OBJ) 200, but because the 
physical bodies having an identical shape may also be 
arranged left to right, after Searching in a vertical direction, 
the Search Zone can be set left to right, and an object pattern 
Searched for. 

0178. In addition, in the present embodiment, the image 
processing unit 1 comprises an object extraction device, an 
artificial Structure identification device, and a reference 
image dimension altering device. More concretely, S1 to S7 
in FIG. 3 correspond to the object extraction device, S25 to 
S 28 in FIG. 12 correspond to the artificial structure 
identification device, and S30 in FIG. 12 corresponds to the 
artificial structure elimination device. Furthermore, S 32 in 
FIG. 15, S52 in FIG. 16, and S72 in FIG. 17 correspond 
to the reference image dimension altering devices. 
0179. In addition, in the embodiment described above, 
the case in which infrared cameras 2R and 2L were used as 
the photographing device, but a television camera that can 
detects only normal visible light, Such as that disclosed in 
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First Publication, 
No. Hei 2-26490, can also be used. However, by using an 
infrared camera, the extraction processing of animals or 
other traveling vehicles or the like can be shortened, and 
thus it can be realized using a relatively low level of the 
computational capacity of the computation apparatus. In 
addition, in the embodiment described above, the example 
of monitoring in front of the vehicle was provided, but the 
back of the vehicle or any other direction can be monitored. 
0180 AS explained above, the result of monitoring the 
environment in the vicinity of the vehicle is treated by being 
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classified into moving physical bodies Such as pedestrians 
and animals, and artificial highway structures, and thus, for 
example, in the case that the environment in the vicinity of 
the vehicle is displayed to the driver of the vehicle, the 
method of displaying these objects can be different, and the 
driver appropriately notified of physical bodies towards 
which more careful attention should be paid. 
0181. In addition, for example, in the case that the 
information about these physical bodies is used in vehicle 
control, depending on the classification and importance of 
the physical bodies, they can be used as determination 
material for altering the order of the vehicle control. 
0182. As described above, according to a first aspect of 
the present invention, the image of a plurality of objects that 
emit heat present in an infrared image photographed by a 
photographing device is compared with a reference image, 
and it becomes possible to distinguish whether this physical 
body is an artificial Structure having a determined shape or 
a moving physical body Such as a pedestrian or animal. 
0183 Therefore, by classifying objects extracted from 
the infrared image into artificial Structures and natural 
Structures, there is the effect that physical bodies that are 
important and to which more careful attention should be 
paid in relation to the travel of the vehicle can be reliably 
recognized. 
0184. In addition, compared to the case in which pedes 
trians and animals having indefinite shapes are extracted 
from an object by shape identification of the thing itself, 
because physical bodies having determined shapes are 
detected, the effect can be obtained that recognition of the 
object is carried out with less computing and higher detec 
tion precision. 
0185. According to a second aspect of the present inven 
tion, in order to extract objects excluding artificial Structures 
to which attention should be paid, artificial Structures are 
eliminated from the objects extracted from the infrared 
image, and the remaining objects can be recognized as 
moving physical bodies. 
0186 Therefore, by excluding artificial structures and 
treating only objects that are not artificial Structures 
extracted from the infrared image, the effect is attained that 
the recognition of important physical bodies can be 
improved. 

0187. In addition, according to a third aspect of the 
present invention, by identifying whether or not there is a 
Straight line Segment that Simply characterizes artificial 
Structures in the image, objects having Straight line Segments 
can be excluded as artificial Structures, and objects that are 
not artificial Structures can be recognized. 
0188 Therefore, highway structures can be removed 
from the infrared image comparatively easily, and the effect 
can be attained that the detection precision of pedestrians 
and animals that nave an indefinite shape can be improved. 
0189 According to a fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion, by compensating for differences in the sizes between 
the object image and reference image produced by the 
distance between the object and vehicle and comparing both 
with an appropriate size, the effect is attained that the 
precision in detecting whether or not the object is an 
artificial Structure is improved. 
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0190. Therefore, there are the effects that detection errors 
due to the distance between the vehicle and the object can be 
avoided and environmental monitoring in the vicinity of the 
vehicle can be carried out over a wide area. 

0191 In this manner, due to recognition by distinguishing 
physical bodies that move Such as pedestrians and animals 
from artificial highway Structures, the information about 
these physical bodies can be used in the vehicle control, and 
in the case that this information is displayed as information 
or warnings to the driver of the vehicle, it can be used as 
material for determining for altering the display method of 
the information and warnings depending on the content and 
importance of the object or the control method of the 
vehicle. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus that detects a 

physical body present in the vicinity of the vehicle from 
infrared imageS photographed by a photographing device, 
comprising: 

an object detection device that detects an object that emits 
infrared radiation from Said infrared images, and 

an artificial Structure identifying device that compares an 
image of an object extracted by Said object extraction 
device to a reference image of an element that defines 
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an artificial Structure and identifies whether or not Said 
object is an artificial Structure. 

2. A vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus according to claim 
1 that comprises an artificial Structure eliminating device 
that eliminates objects identified to be artificial structures by 
Said artificial Structure identifying device from the objects 
extracted by Said object extracting device. 

3. A vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus according to claim 
1 or claim 2 wherein: 

Said reference image includes an image that represents a 
Straight line Segment; and 

Said artificial Structure identifying device identifies 
objects that include a Straight line Segment as an 
artificial Structure. 

4. A vehicle Zone monitoring apparatus according to any 
of claim 1 to claim 3 wherein: 

Said artificial Structure identifying device comprises a 
reference image dimension altering device that alters 
the size of Said reference image So as to be in propor 
tion to the distance between Said vehicle and Said 
object. 


